
I N T R O D U C T I O N

After battling against the 1st wave of covid-19, B-ABLE began

with the same zeal with extra efforts. This year the company

has collaborated with a few new CSR Projects and companies

to strive towards a common goal; aiming to strengthen the

potentiality of youth and prepare them for becoming self-

reliant.

In this quarter, the company has celebrated various

momentums, inaugurated few centers, again upheld with the

various successful placement of the aspirants.

Apart from that few sessions, meetings, internal visits took

place to reinforce the programs on the ground.
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B-ABLE is successfully enhancing the

nationally integrated education and

competency-based framework ( National

Skills Qualifications Framework) at a large

level, aiming to enable persons to acquire

desired competency levels at a young age. At

present, the team of NSQF is working with

675 schools in 9 states of India out of which

105 schools are newly added in Odisha,

Jammu & Kashmir, Andhra Pradesh, Delhi,

Himachal Pradesh. For the First time, B-

ABLE has reached Ladakh and appended 6

new schools.

ACTIVITIES

HIGHLIGHTS
A quarter with refilling energy & momentum creation
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Enhancement of Nationally
Integrated Education and
Competency-Based Framework 

1) Plantation Drive in schools for

generating practical knowledge to the

students.

2) Recruitment Drive for new additional

schools in different states.

3) Ensuring participation of the school

authorities in each activities.

4) Organizing guest lecture to provide

external knowledge to the schools students.

 



B -ABLE has completed Livelihood Training in 50

villages of Punjab under the CSR initiative of HDFC

BANK. The program has equipped 1620 women with

skill training in the tailoring job role. 

B-ABLE also concluded a livelihood Training

program in collaboration with Microfinance

institutions Network in Kohlapur and Assam and

skilled 1200 aspirants.

B-ABLE consummated Upskilling training program

in collaboration with the CSR initiative of Asian

Paints in Maharashtra and Kerala and successfully

promoted the 475 local carpenters.

Project Compilation

Our team Arogya Mitra in collaboration with Medi

360 completed the  1st batch training program with

7 aspirants and promoted them as local health

entrepreneurs to set up their telemedical workshops

and provide affordable and accessible health care

services to rural India.

B-ABLE has also completed the Building Master

training program in collaboration with Everest

Foundation and successfully trained 205 aspirants,

out of which 138 candidates get placed at different

local workshops.
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Community Bites

Abhishek's mother said," for the first an initiative like

skilling up young people, took place at our village. We

are happy, that Abhishek is taking part in any

program with much zeal and dedication. His growth

will sure change the situation of our family."

Abhishek

Gorakhpur, Uttar Pradesh

Everest Foundation



Vandana Patel, a 22 years old young individual, belonging to a middle-class

family of Jaipur, Rajasthan. Her father is engaged in a private company

and her mother is a homemaker.

During this Lockdown, she came to know about the 3-month training cum

placement program, offered by B-ABLE in collaboration with Lal Pathlab

Foundation. 

She always wanted to become financially independent and support her

family to earn a better quality of life. The training program was an

exceptional opportunity to make her dream accomplished. 

So, she enrolled herself in the phlebotomy technician job role and

completed it dedicatedly. This course benefited her in acquiring knowledge,

like sample collection, patient handling, report sharing and also groomed

her personality.

After finishing the training, at present, she is working at Goyal Diagno

and started working as a phlebotomist.

 B-ABLE has inducted the Mason training program

at Wardha, Gondia, Chandrapur, Nagpur, Gadchiroli

and Bhandara, Maharashtra, under PMAY-G,

intending to upskilling the local manpower and

mainstream them. 

At present, B-ABLE has achieved to train 1725

masons and constructed 345 local houses. An

assessment of 120 masons has been conducted by the

team, and the rest are under process.
Our team has conducted various pre-

assessment tests and placement preparation

session at Lucknow, Indore and Varanasi

centres for the aspirants of Lal PathLabs

Foundation - Academy for Laboratory

Medicine. The foremost tenacity of such a

process aims to prepare the aspirants and

enhance their potency. The team has also

organised a placement drive at Indore, where

21 candidates got selected at Sampurn

Diagnostic (Sodani Group).
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B-ABLE began with a new initiative in

collaboration with "Kheyti" to create

agricultural entrepreneurs by offering them,

greenhouse techniques. A dedicated team has

been appointed to execute the entire on-

ground operation, marketing and sales in

Telangana and Uttar Pradesh. 

Success Story



An event was organised by our team in

collaboration with HDFC bank Parivartan,

intending to address the women who attended two

days of an upskilling training program for owning a

career in tailoring.

In the event, our Program Manager Kriti Bhalla

felicitated Mr Ravinder Paul, Circle head, HDFC

bank, Mr Navin, credit manager, HDFC bank and

Mr Pradeep Divedi, cluster head, HDFC Bank,

Yogesh Yadav, relationship manager, HDFC Bank.

It was a self-inventory event for the aspirants, who

chatted about their dreams and linked the program

with their aspirations. All the respected invitees

shared their expectations and motivated these

aspirants with an inspiring speech and training

completion certificates.

Our Bihar team has also organised an advantageous

exposure visit to the Bihar Museum for the

candidates of DDUGKY while celebrating the Bihar

Diwas. The team intended to generate awareness

about the historical movements of their motherland

among the aspirants. 
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Organised Event- HDFC
Bank Parivartan

Team Bihar conducted various external guest

lectures for the candidates of the Food &

Beverages and Retail domain under DDUGKY,

intending to provide prior market knowledge. 

PHOTOS

Aspirant's Bites

Being a teacher, mother I was not sure about putting much effort

into my boutique, but this upskilling program launched by B-ABLE

and HDFC bank has motivated me to see my self as an entrepreneur.

The training completion certificate will surely help me to get more

opportunity in future. Pradeep Kaur

Bhatinda, Punjab

HDFC, Bank Parivartan



The internal team of B-ABLE executed

multiple visits to different locations under

different programs. The first visit was

organised in February, just after the

recovery of Covid first wave at Gorakhpur,

Uttar Pradesh. 

During the visit, the team has

communicated with the entire field team

also chatted with aspirants getting trained

under the master training program initiated

by Everest Foundation. 

In conversation with aspirants, they shared

their goals, experiences and eagerness to

earn a place in the mainstream of our

society. The team also met family members

of the aspirants to evaluate the authentic

social impact created by the B-ABLE. 

Internal Visits; Ensuring better communication 

The internal team also visited our Lal

Pathlabs training centre in Gorakhpur,

Uttar Pradesh to meet the field team and

current aspirants. All the aspirants were

happy and interested to share their journey

with the team. 
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Vijay Tamarkar, a self-driven young

individual, belonging to a financially

deprived family of Gorakhpur, Uttar

Pradesh was threading a dream to become

a successful businessman. As he was

growing up, his dreams were getting

suppressed by family responsibilities. He

started working in different pathologies,

clinics to help his father but deep inside he was looking for an

opportunity to fortify his dreams.

At that time he came to know about Lal Pathlabs course training

offered by B-ABLE. He inquired about the training prospects and

enrolled himself with a purpose to fulfil his dreams.

After finishing the training program, he owned a franchise of Lal

Pathlabs and became a successful businessman. 

He proudly said " B-ABLE has given me the courage to fulfil my

dreams and today I am earning more than Rs. 60000-70000 /- a

month."



The internal team toured Rajasthan to meet

teams working under the DDUGKY program.

Some sittings were organised to generate

awareness on social media and systematising

branding approaches among the team members. 

The team also met the alumni working in

different companies and earning a handsome

salary. They bestowed their journey of becoming

independent individuals from small village girls.

The entire process was very emotionally high

and knowledgeable for the entire team of B-

ABLE.
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Momentum Created By Teams

In March another team visited Bhatinda, Punjab,

intending to meet the field team, aspirants,

community people. The objective of the team was

to make the internal communication channel

enriched to an extensive state. the team

witnessed the happiness of our aspirants, under

the HDFC Bank Parivartan initiative for being

acknowledged as entrepreneurs.

All the teams unitedly celebrated various

national and international days to create

momentum for B-ABLE. These sessions are

not only a great way to show gratification

also a comprehensive approach to establish

a feeling of togetherness among the entire

team members.

This quarter was full of celebration, and

our team embraced it with much positivity

and took all the Covid safety measurements

to keep the environment protected and

healthy.



Chiranjeevi Kumawat belongs to a

financially disadvantaged family of Chomu,

Jaipur, where all the household members

are engaged in farming. He witnessed much

poverty while growing up and aspired to

become an independent earning member of

the family. He was looking for jobs in his

locality but due to limitations of the

working opportunities, he failed to get one.

Suddenly, he came to know about the

Phlebotomy Technician training and

placement program offered by B-ABLE in

collaboration with Lal Pathlabs Foundation.

It was a very beneficial opportunity for him

to transform his life and drive towards

achieving the goal.

So, he enrolled his name and devotedly get

involved in the training program. Due to

the pandemic, the entire theory classes

were conducted virtually, so it became a

different experience for him, but the

practical training courses were supervised

under the guidance of the centre head &

trainers.

Today he is placed at Shivam Diagnostic as

a phlebotomist and earning Rs 12000/-

monthly. 

He quoted "I am very grateful to B-ABLE

and Lal Pathlabs Foundation, for providing

me such opportunity, that has supported me

to become self-reliant and financially

independent." 

Mamta Pandey, a house maker, belongs to a

middle-class family of Jabalpur, Madhya

Pradesh. Her husband is a very hard-

working individual who was working

vigorously to satisfy the household daily

necessities. To help him, Mamta also

started working at a private school and

earning a minimum amount of Rs 7000/-

per month.

At that time, the couple came to know

about the EyeMitra training and

entrepreneurship program offered by B-

ABLE. After knowing all the prospect, her

husband enrolled her name for the course.

It was a very profitable platform for both

of them.

After completing the training she

inaugurated her venture close to her

residence and started it with much zeal and

dedication. She shared that " before, I and

my husband together were earning only Rs

20000-25000/- monthly but, now, alone I

am earning Rs 40,000-50,000/-. It has not

only stabilised our financial condition also

strengthen our mental state.

Success Story
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